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RATE % RATE % CNG
28696 28828 28631 28740 0.27 11713 1.3412 0.15 17445.8 -2.67
58540 58850 58311 58710 0.47 10995 49.213 0.56 5281.2 -2.73

1768 0.06 2606.76 0.1
35.39 0.11 1367.59 0.14

111.5 112.9 111.4 112.4 0.76 2604 1696.75 -0.43 8149.68 -0.03
417.5 421.4 415.6 420.7 0.84 13990 108.55 -1.11 12981.5 -0.01
106.5 109.1 106.4 108.9 2.11 5087 80.21 -0.47 9579.28 -0.57
985.0 993.7 978.3 988.2 0.50 14881
101.3 103.0 100.9 102.6 1.23 2952

5400 5407 5360 5386 -0.37 19929
133.5 136.7 131.0 132.0 -1.27 22610

36530 37680 36310 36800 1.57 4003
4756 4760 4680 4698 -0.97 17845

13867.5 14075 13755 13875 0.25 10929
890.9 926.8 890.9 926.8 3.99 4938
5306 5400 5306 5374 0.86 3965
4418 4514 4395 4454 2.63 17200

1869.9 1899 1849.1 1899 4.00 3916
781 795 758 764.9 -2.68 9225

17885 18059 17885 18059 4.00 23720
56700 57554 56700 57554 4.00 4420
2891 2904 2884 2891 0.28 41520
3689 3739 3581 3595 -2.81 237370
33500 33700 33320 33680 0.15 11940
2611 2618.5 2558 2573.5 -1.38 142850
716 718.45 704.1 707.1 -1.35 104350
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SENSEX
Silver RUPEE NIFTY

Trend INTERNATIONAL UPDATE GLOBAL UPDATE

Precious Metals NAME NAME

Item Open High Low Close % Cng OI

Gold EURO 

Copper CRUDE$ DOW JO
Lead YEN NIKKEI

GOLD$ NASDAQ
Base Metal SILVER $ S&P

Alum. PLATINUM $ NYSE

Nickel
Zinc

COMMENTS

Energy Precious Metals
Crude

Bullion ended with gains as prices were supported on MCX due to rupee weakness
though gains were limited as a weaker euro and oil's retreat halted the metal's
attempt to test technical resistance at above $1,800 an ounce following last
week's sharp rally. Bullion was pressured by lingering economic uncertainty after
leading economies told Europe over the weekend it must put up extra money to
fight its debt crisis if it wants more help from the rest of the world.

Nat. Gas

Spices
Pepper

Turmeric
Jeera

Cardamom
Chilli Basemetals

Dhaniya Base metals ended higher buoyed by positive momentum in other risk asset
markets, a drop in the price of crude oil, and strengthening technical signals that
could keep prices heading higher in the days ahead. The day began with more
selling tied to the festering debt crisis in Europe after a weekend meeting of the
Group of 20 leading economies failed to reach agreement on making more funds
available to Europe and said EU leaders must commit more money to fight the
debt crisis at their summit this week.

Others
Mentha
Potato
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GuarSeed
GuarGum

Sugar
Rmseed Energy

Steel Long

Crude oil fell ending a seven-day winning streak, as overbought conditions and a
warning from G20 officials about the impact of higher oil prices on global growth
prompted investors to book profits. Natural gas ended down as investors prepare
to roll over into the next month’s contract and warm weather continues to weigh.

SoyaBean
Ref. Soya Oil



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

28696 28828 28631 28740 0.27 76 33826 11713 62.01 28134 28835 28930 29032 28733 28638 28536 28441

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE APR JUNE AUG
APR 28740 0 374 736
JUNE 29114 0 362
AUG 29476 0

Date : 

GOLD

Europe worries buoy dollar, stall gold after last week's gains
Gold is trading above 50DMA, which is at 28134, now intraday gold is holding support at 28536 and resistance at 28930.
SELL GOLD APR BELOW 28725 SL 28775 TGT 28690-28640.MCX

DAILY SPREAD IN GOLD - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN GOLD - MCX

Spread between Gold APR & JUNE contracts yesterday ended at 374, we have seen yesterday that the gold market
had traded with a positive node and settled 0.26% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 350 - 380.

TREND

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Gold trading range for the day is 28536-28930.
Gold got support from rupee weakness but overall pressure seen as softened by easing physical demand
The metal shrugged off slightly higher than expected levels of M3 money supply in Europe
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Gold prices traded in the tight range and got support from rupee weakness
but overall pressure seen as softened by easing physical demand coupled with
a strengthening euro. Talk that G20 nations had told Europe it has to put up
extra money to battle its debt crisis if it expected the rest of the world to help
out weakened the euro earlier. However, reports later emerged that the
International Monetary Fund has previously undisbursed loans set aside for
Greece and will add that money into a EUR130 billion Greek bailout facility
bolstered the euro, which sent investors ditching both gold and dollars for
euro. Reduced physical demand for the metal also weakened prices. The
metal shrugged off slightly higher than expected levels of M3 money supply in
Europe. Meanwhile, investors sold gold to await results of the upcoming long-
term refinancing operation at the European Central Bank, which could flood
the market with liquidity, which could be bullish for gold, but also pump up
stock prices and the euro later, which could send gold falling. Now technically
market is trading in the range as RSI for 18days is currently indicating 62.01,
where as 50DMA is at 28133 and gold is trading above the same and getting
support at 28638 and below could see a test of 28536 level, And resistance is
now likely to be seen at 28835, a move above could see prices testing 28930.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

28696 28828 28631 28740 0.27 76 33826 11713 62.01 28134 28835 28930 29032 28733 28638 28536 28441

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR MAY JULY
MAR 58710 0.00 1771 3061
MAY 60481 0 1290
JULY 61771 0.00

Date : 

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Silver trading range for the day is 58085-59163.
Silver prices were supported on MCX due to rupee factor and also getting support from base metals prices
The dollar’s strength came after a weekend meeting of the G20 FM and central bankers failed to make progress on increasing the size of the IMF’s lending capacity
Holdings at ishares silver trust gained by 22.66 tonnes to 9715.62 tonnes.

SILVER

TREND

Silver is trading above 50DMA, which is at 55260, with intraday support seen at 58085 and resistance at 59163.
SELL SILVER MAR BELOW 58620 SL 58850 TGT 58480-58260-58100.MCX

DAILY SPREAD IN SILVER - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN SILVER - MCX

Spread between Silver MAR & MAY contracts yesterday ended at 1771, we have seen yesterday that the silver market
had traded with a positive node and settled 0.47% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 1615 - 1771.
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Silver futures opened at 58540 and settled 58710 with a marginal gain of
Rs.275 that is 0.47% as supported by weakness in rupee, mean while G20
finance ministers’ rejection for a near-term IMF capital injection until after
euro zone leaders establish a stronger firewall to inhibit expansion of debt
crisis dragged down the euro as well as oil prices while sending the US dollar
index higher. The dollar’s stength came after a weekend meeting of the G20
FM and central bankers failed to make progress on increasing the size of the
IMF’s lending capacity. Adding to the nervousness,Germany’s parliament was
preparing to vote later Monday on a EUR130 billion bailout package for
Greece, which was agreed upon by euro zone FM last week. Ratings agency
Moody’s said earlier that while a second bailout for Greece was an important
step forward, the risk of a default remained high, increasing risk aversion in
the euro zone.Higher oil prices tend to benefit bullion as it enhances its
appeal as a hedge against oil-led inflation.The ECB’s second 3-year LTRO is
scheduled for February 29 and could total nearly EUR500 billion, now
technically market is trading in the range as RSI for 18days is currently
indicating 70.48, where as 50DMA is at 55260 and silver is trading above the
same and getting support at 58397 and below could see a test of 58085 level,
And resistance is now likely to be seen at 58936, a move above could see
prices testing 59163.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

5400 5407 5360 5386 -0.37 -20 138652 19929 68.29 5134 5408 5431 5455 5384 5361 5337 5314

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY
MAR 5386 0.00 54 88
APR 5440 0 34
MAY 5474 0.00

Date : 

CRUDE OIL

TREND

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Crude trading range for the day is 5337-5431.

Spread between crude MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 54, we have seen yesterday that the crude market
had traded with a negative node and settled -0.37% down. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 22 - 55.
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Crude oil fell as warning from G20 officials about the impact of higher oil prices prompted profit booking.
New data show that amount of speculative investment from money managers has been rising in tandem with barrel prices
Iran tensions present continued upward pressure on prices
Crude is holding with a support at 5337 and resistance will be likely at 5431.
BUY CRUDE OIL MAR @ 5390 SL 5356 TGT 5412-5434.MCX (BTST)

DAILY SPREAD IN CRUDE OIL - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN CRUDE OIL - MCX

Oil prices pulled back and dropped by 20rs to settled at 5386 that is down at
5386 level after a string of higher settlements as concerns that high oil prices
might curb economic growth, along with the stronger dollar, countered
supportive fears about Iran and potential supply disruptions. Tensions with
Iran have hit a fever pitch this year and sending oil prices soaring. The West
has accused Iran of developing a nuclear weapons program, while Tehran
says its program is for peaceful purposes. US and Europe have slapped
sanctions on Iran, including a European ban on Iranian crude effective July 1.
Iran has countered by halting shipments of oil to France and the UK ahead of
that date and has even threatened to close off access to the Strait of Hormuz,
a narrow waterway connecting oil-rich Persian Gulf nations with the rest of
the world. Worries are growing that Israel may launch a unilateral attack on
Iran, fearing for its safety. The end result has sent oil prices sky high,
although consumers may be demanding less, as evidenced by growing
inventories in the US Furthermore, Saudi Arabia has hiked its exports in
recent days and is offering extra supplies to big customers worldwide to fill in
any gaps for lost Iranian crude on the market. Now technically market is
trading in the range as RSI for 18days is currently indicating 68.29, where as
50DMA is at 5134 and crude is trading above the same and getting support at
5362 and below could see a test of 5337 level, And resistance is now likely to
be seen at 5409, a move above could see prices testing 5431.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

417.5 421.4 415.6 420.7 0.84 3.50 112566 13990 54.26 416.0 422.8 424.9 428.5 419.2 417.1 413.5 411.4

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE FEB APR JUNE
FEB 420.7 0.00 5.95 10.30
APR 426.7 0 4.35
JUNE 431.0 0.00

Date : 

COPPER

Copper daily stocks at Shanghai exchange came down by 202 tonnes
Warehouse stock for Copper at LME was at 300475mt that is down by  -3025mt.
SELL COPPER FEB BELOW 419 SL 421.50 TGT 416.80-414.50.MCX

DAILY SPREAD IN COPPER  - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN COPPER  - MCX

Spread between copper FEB & APR contracts yesterday ended at 5.95, we have seen yesterday that the copper market
had traded with a positive node and settled 0.83% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 4.7 - 5.95.

TREND

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Copper trading range for the day is 413.5-424.9.
Copper settled 0.83% up on short covering but overall sentiments is weighed down by slow demand from top consumer China
Continuously positive economic data out of the US is helping shield copper from a sell-off
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Copper yesterday traded with the positive node and settled 0.83% up at
420.7 on short covering but overall sentiments is weighed down by slow
demand from top consumer China, although more signs of a mending U.S.
economy are helping limit any losses. Copper has gained 12 percent this year,
but has been struggling to trade higher, given slack Chinese demand since
after the Lunar New Year break in January. Copper has lost 2.8% since hitting
a five-month high of $8,765 on Feb. 9. Diversified miner Teck Resources
believes concerns about a slowdown in the Chinese economy are overblown.
Chief Executive said recent economic data and Beijing's latest cut in the bank
RRR suggest neither a hard nor soft landing will occur. Continuously positive
economic data out of the US is helping shield copper from a sell-off. There
was further evidence of a recovering US housing market,with data showing
that contracts to purchase previously owned US homes neared a 2year high in
January. That data, along with oil's fall, helped the S&P 500 close at its
highest since June 2008. In the troubled euro zone, S&P's cut Greece's long-
term ratings to 'selective default', the second ratings agency to proceed with
a widely expected downgrade after the country announced a bond swap plan
to lighten its debt burden. For today's session market is looking to take
support at 417.1, a break below could see a test of 413.5 and where as
resistance is now likely to be seen at 422.8, a move above could see prices
testing 425.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

133.5 136.7 131.0 132.0 -1.3 -1.7 76813 22610 40.0 142.9 135.5 138.9 141.2 133.2 129.8 127.5 124.1

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY
MAR 132.0 0.00 7.10 13
APR 139.1 0 6
MAY 145 0.00

Date : 

WEAK

Trading Ideas :
Nat.Gas trading range for the day is 127.53-138.93.
Natural gas yesterday traded with the negative node as warm weather continues to weigh
Natural gas traders continued to focus on mild winter weather and elevated inventory levels in U.S
Inventory withdrawals this winter are running nearly 510bcf below average due to lack of heating demand

NATURAL GAS

TREND

Natural Gas is holding with a support at 127.53 and resistance will be likely at 138.93.
HOLD / ADD LONG IN NAT.GAS MAR @ 133.10 SL 130 TGT 136.20-138.40.MCX (BTST)

DAILY SPREAD IN NATURAL GAS - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN NATURAL GAS - MCX

Spread between natural gas MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 7.10, we have seen yesterday that the natural
gas market had traded with a negative node and settled -1.29% down. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 6.6 -
7.1.
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Natural gas yesterday traded with the negative node and settled -1.29%
down at 132 as investors prepare to roll over into the next month’s
contract and warm weather continues to weigh. In yesterday's trading
session natural gas has touched the low of 131 after opening at 133.5,
and finally settled at 132, prices ralliedafter the open, but then retraced
those gains to turn lower. Contract expirations often lead to volatile trade
as market participants look to close out positions or readjust their
portfolios. Natural gas traders continued to focus on mild winter weather
and elevated inventory levels in the U.S., which have dampened
sentiment on the heating fuel all winter. Market participants expect
further downward pressure on prices after the CWG said last week that
March was forecast to be 13.5% warmer than March of last year.
Inventory withdrawals this winter are running nearly 510bcf below
average, or about 29%, due to the lack of heating demand this winter.
Last winter at this time, cold weather conditions led to a decline of more
than 2 trillion cubic feet from US storage to help meet the surge in
heating demand. In contrast, only 1.3 trillion cubic feet of storage gas
has been burned this winter season, a 37% drop. Total US natural gas
storage stood at 2.595 trillion cubic feet as of last week, 41% above year-
ago levels and 40% higher than the 5-year average for this time of year.
For today's session market is looking to take support at 129.8, a break
below could see a test of 127.5 and where as resistance is now likely to
b b ld



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

1869.9 1899 1849.1 1899 4.00 73 12820 3916 80.23 0 1916 1932 1966 1882 1866 1833 1816

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR APR
MAR 1899 0.00 7.90 7.9

APR 1907 0 0.0

APR 1907 0.00

Date : 

MENTHA OIL

TREND

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Mentha oil trading range for the day is 1832.5-1932.3.

Spread between menthol oil MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 7.90, we have seen yesterday that the menthol
oil market had traded with a positive node and settled 4% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of -36.7 to 7.9.
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Menthaoil spot is at 2115/-.Spot market is up by Rs.55/-.
Mentha oil traded higher on firm spot demand from the pharmaceutical industries amid strong export demand
The total arrivals for mentha oil stood at 150-200 drums.  
The discount between spot and futures also added some gains in futures market
BUY MENTHA OIL MAR ABOVE 1900 SL 1880 TGT 1918-1934-1956.MCX

DAILY SPREAD IN MENTHA OIL - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN MENTHA OIL - MCX

Menthaoil March contract gained Rs 73 and settled at Rs 1899 on firm
spot demand from the pharmaceutical industries amid strong export
demand. The total arrivals stood at 150-200 drums. Good demand from
the International markets and the domestic pharmaceutical Industries
was noted. Traders expect an overall Bullish trend to prevail in the
markets as arrivals in the mandis remained moderately low. As per
market sources, waning supplies in major mandies added strong gains in
spot market. The total arrivals of around 200 drums were reported, down
50 drums from the last day. Moreover, discount between spot and futures
also added some gains in futures market. Good demand from the
International markets and the domestic pharmaceutical Industries was
noted. Traders expect an overall Bullish trend to prevail in the markets as
arrivals in the mandis remained moderately low. The trend is likely to
remain volatile in the short term as the higher levels too have not been
sustainable. The contract made intraday low of Rs 1849.1 a kg and high
of Rs 1899 a kg with the volume of 12820 and total open interest for the
same contact was at 3916.Now support for the menthol is seen at 1865.7
and below could see a test of 1832.5. Resistance is now likely to be seen
at 1915.6, a move above could see prices testing 1932.3.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

17885 18059 17885 18059 4.00 695 2,100 23720 85.73 12039 18117 18175 18291 18001 17943 17827 17769

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY
MAR 18059 37 -18059
APR 18096 -18096
MAY 0

Date : 

GUARSEED

NCDEX accredited warehouses guarseed stocks gained by 266 tonnes to 50991 tonnes.
In Jodhpur Guarseed prices were gained by 724.85 rupees to 17813.75 rupees per 100 kg.
GUARSEED NO TRADE. AS HIGH MARGIN AND HIGH VOLATILITY

DAILY SPREAD IN GUARSEED - NCDEX DAILY SPREAD IN GUARSEED - NCDEX

Spread between Guarseed MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 37.00, we have seen yesterday that the Guarseed
market had traded with a positive node and settled 4% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 37 to 37.

TREND

POSITIVE

Trading Ideas :
Guarseed trading range for the day is 17827-18175.
Guarseed ended higher due to low arrivals in Mandis amid high overseas demand 
Lower productions prospects than earlier estimates and reports of lower stocks supporting market sentiments
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Guarseed yesterday we have seen that market has moved 4% due to low
arrivals in Mandis amid high overseas demand. Lower productions
prospects than earlier estimates, overall strength in Dollar aiding exports
and reports of lower stocks are likely to support the market sentiments in
medium term however. Anticipations of further rise in exports in coming
weeks could aid the uptrend further as per traders. High demand from
China for oil drilling activities have been reported recently thus pushing
up the demand for Gum. Traders estimate that in Haryana too the sowing
area has fallen to 2.15 lakh ha vs 2.56 lakh ha last year. Production
expected at 2 lakh tonnes while in Gujarat, production estimates at 0.65
lakh tonnes. As per APEDA, India has exported 3.48 lakh MT Guar Gum
during April-Oct 2011 vs 1.98 lakh MT during same period previous year
up by 75%. Traders expect overall exports to pick up in coming months
and cross the 3 lakh tonne mark. The Guar Seed arrivals stood at 12,000
bags (Arrivals from Rajasthan were around 8,700 bags and Haryana
around 1,500 bags). In Jodhpur guarseed prices gained 724.85 rupees to
17813.75 rupees per 100 kg. Market has opened at 17885 & made a low
of 17885 versus the day high of 18059. The total volume for the day was
at 2100 lots and the open interest was at 23720.Now support for the
guarseed is seen at 17943 and below could see a test of 17827.
Resistance is now likely to be seen at 18117, a move above could see
prices testing 18175.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

36530 37680 36310 36800 1.57 570 10,768 4003 76.23 31668 37550 38300 38920 36930 36180 35560 34810

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY
MAR 36800 0.00 305 550
APR 37105 0 245
MAY 37350 0.00

Date : 

WEAK

Trading Ideas :
Pepper trading range for the day is 35560-38300.
Pepper ended higher as restricted supply along with strong export demand prompted the strong gains
Dearth of farmers liquidation was seen in physical markets in the wake of poor production estimates of the current year
NCDEX accredited warehouses pepper stocks dropped by 189 tonnes to 2365 tonnes.

PEPPER

TREND

Spot pepper gained 1653.85 rupees to 36342.1 rupees per 100 kg in Kochi market.
PEPPER LOOK FIRM TO TEST 37200 LEVEL WILL WAIT TO BUY ON PULL BACK.

DAILY SPREAD IN PEPPER - NCDEX DAILY SPREAD IN PEPPER - NCDEX

Spread between Pepper MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 305.00, we have seen yesterday that the Pepper
market had traded with a positive node and settled 1.57% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 305 to 505.
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Pepper March delivery gained Rs 570 and settled at Rs 36800/quintal as restricted
supply in the major producing states along with strong export demand prompted
the strong gains. As per market sources, dearth of farmers liquidation was seen in
physical markets in the wake of poor production estimates of the current year. The
total production of pepper is likely to decline by almost 5000-6000 tonnes from the
previous estimates of 43000 tonnes to 36000 tonnes due to early rainfall in major
pepper growing regions which might reduce the pepper productivity in the current
year. Moreover, strong export demand of pepper at the current prices due to weak
supplies from Vietnam also added some gains in pepper market. As per the latest
release from Spices board India, during April-November 2011, a total quantity of
17,000 tonnes of Pepper valued Rs.518.80 crores have been exported as against
11,850 tonnes valued Rs.217.32 crores of April-November 2010. As per IPC latest
estimates, global Pepper production expected to rise to 3,20,000 tonnes in 2012 vs
2,98,000 tonnes this year a rise of 7.2%. Global exports expected to rise to 2.46
lakh tonnes vs 2.42 lakh tonnes in 2011. Spot pepper gained 1653.85 rupees to
36342.1 rupees per 100 kg in Kochi market. The contract touched the intra day
high of Rs 37680/quintal while low of Rs 36310/quintal. Now support for the
pepper is seen at 36180 and below could see a test of 35560. Resistance is now
likely to be seen at 37550, a move above could see prices testing 38300.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

4756 4760 4680 4698 -0.97 -46 6,490 17845 45.96 4737 4746 4793 4826 4713 4666 4633 4586

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE APR MAY JUNE
APR 4698 0.00 2 22
MAY 4700 0 20
JUNE 4720 0.00

Date : 

TURMERIC

TREND

WEAK

Trading Ideas :
Turmeric trading range for the day is 4633-4793.

Spread between Turmeric APR & MAY contracts yesterday ended at 2.00, we have seen yesterday that the Turmeric
market had traded with a negative node and settled -0.97% down. Spread yesterday traded in the range of -28 to 10.
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Turmeric prices ended with weak node as higher arrivals prevented the gains
Higher production prospects and better stocks could however keep pressure on prices
High moisture content in current crop kept demand low and thus kept pressure on the market prices
In Nizamabad, a major spot market in AP, the price ended at 4497.35 rupees dropped by -37.8 rupees.
SELL TMC APR  BELOW 4700 SL 4820 TGT 4610-4480. NCDEX (STBT)

DAILY SPREAD IN TURMERIC - NCDEX DAILY SPREAD IN TURMERIC - NCDEX

Turmeric yesterday we have seen that market has moved -0.97% as higher
arrivals prevented the gains. Holding of stocks by Stockists however could
support the rates in coming weeks and expectations of exports picking up in
coming weeks too could support prices. Higher production prospects and
better stocks could however keep pressure on prices as markets trade with
high volatility. The total production this year is expected to touch 75-85 lakh
bags (1 bag-75kg) - higher than the 65-70 lakh bags in 2010-11. Higher
acreage from the high rates is stated the reason for the rise in expected
production as per traders. Good stocks and increased selling pressure along
with weak demand in the mandis have kept trend weak for the commodity
over the last few weeks. The sowing period is from June-August and
harvesting begins in January. High moisture content in the current crop kept
demand low and thus kept pressure on the market prices. With an expected 5-
6 lakh bags of old stocks with farmers, there are expectations of higher
arrivals of these stocks in the markets before new crop arrivals. In
Nizamabad, a major spot market in AP, the price ended at 4497.35 rupees
dropped by -37.8 rupees. Market has opened at 4756 & made a low of 4680
versus the day high of 4760. The total volume for the day was at 6490 lots
and the open interest was at 17845.Support for turmeric is at 4665 below
that could see a test of 4633. Resistance is now seen at 4745 above that
could see a resistance of 4793.



OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE % RE VOL OI RSI SMA50 R1 R2 R3 PP S1 S2 S3

13868 14075 13755 13875 0.25 35 7,551 10929 36.54 15454 14049 14222 14369 13902 13729 13582 13409

#
#
#
#
#
#

MONTH RATE MAR APR MAY
MAR 13875 0.00 285 575
APR 14160 0 290
MAY 14450 0.00

Date : 

JEERA

Jeera March contract gained Rs 35 and settled at Rs 13875 per quintal as traders
continued to cover short positions after prices fell nearly 8 percent this month,
although rising supplies from the new season crop and estimates of higher output
restricted the gains. Latest sowing data from Gujarat indicates as on 27th Dec,
sowing completed in ~2.82 lakh ha vs 2.38 lakh ha last year. As per Rajasthan
Agricultural Ministry, the sowing area till 20th Dec had been reported at 3.03 lakh
ha vs 3.30 lakh ha same period last year. Productivity of crops in both states
however expected to fall due to adverse weather conditions as per reports. The
better crop expectations from Gujarat and Rajasthan could be hampered by reports
of adverse weather conditions in growing areas that could affect the productivity to
some extent as per traders. Lower production in Turkey and Syria could support
Indian rates. Indian production expected at 28-30 lakh bags translating to more
than 1.5 lakh tonnes. Latest report from Spice Board of India indicates estimated
Spices exports for April-Nov 2011 have fallen by 5% from 372010 MT in 2010 to
351900 MT in 2011. Jeera exports rose by 28% from 20750 MT to 26500 MT in
same period. The total arrivals of jeera arrivals jumped to Rs 12,000 bags from
8,000 bags on Friday, while demand was seen for around 9,000 bags. In Unjha, a
key spot market in Gujarat, jeera dropped -101.25 rupees to end at 14318.75
rupees per 100 kg. The contract made intraday low of Rs 13755 a kg and high of
Rs 14075 a kg. Support for jeera is at 13728 below that could see a test of 13582.
Resistance is now seen at 14048 above that could see a resistance of 14222.

NCDEX accredited warehouses jeera stocks dropped by 21 tonnes to 5561 tonnes.
In Unjha, a key spot market in Gujarat, jeera dropped -101.25 rupees to end at 14318.75 rupees per 100 kg.
SELL JEERA MAR BELOW 13800 SL 13940 TGT 13680-13500.NCDEX

DAILY SPREAD IN JEERA - MCX DAILY SPREAD IN JEERA - MCX

Spread between Jeera MAR & APR contracts yesterday ended at 285.00, we have seen yesterday that the Jeera
market had traded with a positive node and settled 0.25% up. Spread yesterday traded in the range of 232.5 to 285.

TREND

WEAK

Trading Ideas :
Jeera trading range for the day is 13582-14222.
Jeera ended higher as traders continued to cover short positions although rising supplies restricted the gains
The sowing area till 20th Dec had been reported at 3.03 lakh ha vs 3.30 lakh ha same period last year
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TIME ZONE Forecast

Commodi Last Stock

COPPER -3025 300475

ALUMINIU 300 5115775

NICKEL -138 97398

LEAD -2325 368175

TIN 0 0

ZINC -100 867725

Date : 

DAILY MARKET LEVEL FOR METAL AND ENERGY

COMMODITIES GOLD SILVER CRUDE NAT.GAS COPPER ZINC NICKEL ALUMINUM LEAD

CLOSE 28740 58710 5386 132 420.7 102.6 988.2 112.4 108.9

RESISTANCE
29032 59476 5455 141.2 428.5 105.4 1010.0 114.5 113.0
28930 59163 5431 138.9 424.9 104.2 1002.0 113.7 111.0
28835 58937 5408 135.5 422.8 103.4 995.2 113.0 110.0

108.0
107.0

P. POINT 28733 58624 5384 133.2 419.2 102.1 986.7 112.2
28638 58398 5361 129.8 417.1 101.3 979.8 111.6

104.0
28536 58085 5337 127.5 413.5 100.1 971.3 110.8 105.0

411.4 99.3 964.4 110.1

55260 5134 142.9 416.0
RSI 62.01 70.48 68.29 40.03 54.3

SUPPORT
28441 57859 5314 124.1

DATA Previous

12:30pm EUR GfK German Consumer Climate 6.1 5.9

102.1 1018.0 110.1 107.0

LME DAILY STOCK POSITION ECONOMICAL DATA

53.6 43.5 59.5 57.0
SMA (50) 28134

All Day EUR German Prelim CPI m/m 0.005 -0.004

7:00pm USD Core Durable Goods Orders m/m 0 0.022

7:00pm USD Durable Goods Orders m/m -0.008 0.03

7:30pm USD S&P/CS Composite-20 HPI y/y -0.036 -0.037

8:30pm USD CB Consumer Confidence 63.1 61.1

8:30pm USD FOMC Member Duke Speaks 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

8:30pm USD Richmond Manufacturing Index 11 12

0 0 0 0 0
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OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE OI C. % Volume OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE OI C. %

Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3 Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3
902.9 878.9 867.0 543.4 540.6 536.1
Res-1 Res-2 Res-3 Res-1 Res-2 Res-3
938.8 950.7 974.7 550.7 555.2 558.0

Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3 Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3
792.2 779.4 757.8 5320 5266 5226
Res-1 Res-2 Res-3 Res-1 Res-2 Res-3
826.6 848.2 861.0 5414 5454 5508

Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3 Sup-1 Sup-2 Sup-3
3538 3480 3380 793.3 785.4 769.8
Res-1 Res-2 Res-3 Res-1 Res-2 Res-3
3696 3796 3854 816.8 832.4 840.3

Date : 

DAILY MARKET LEVEL FOR AGRO

COMMODITIES MENTHA OIL GUARSEED PEPPER TURMERIC JEERA SOYABEAN CHANA SUGARM RM SEED

CLOSE 1899.0 18059 36800 4698 13875 2573.5 3772 2891 3595

RESISTANCE
1965.6 18291 38920 4826 14369 2668 3983 2922 3853
1932.3 18175 38300 4793 14222 2643 3916 2913 3796
1915.7 18117 37550 4746 14049 2608 3844 2902 3695

P. POINT 1882.4 18001 36930 4713 13902 2583 3777 2893 3638

SUPPORT
1865.8 17943 36180 4666 13729 2548 3705 2882

1815.9 17769 34810 4586 13409 2488 3566 2862

3537
1832.5 17827 35560 4633 13582 2523 3638 2873 3480

3379

2563 3310 2891 3418

MONTH MONTH Volume

50.84 78.72 48.89 60.39
SMA (50) 0.0 12039 31668 4737 15454

RSI 80.2 85.73 76.23 45.96 36.54

MCX CARDAMOM MAR MCX CPO MAR

MAR 890.9 926.8 890.9 926.8 4938 4.0 16649

Resist 915 Resist 547.9

MCX POTATO MAR NCDEX CHILLI MAR

-0.7 2221

TRADING 
LEVEL

Support Pviot 
Point

POSITIVE TRADING 
LEVEL

Support Pviot 
Point

WEAK

MAR 552.4 552.4 545.1 546.2 6377

TRADING 
LEVEL

Support Pviot 
Point

WEAK TRADING 
LEVEL

Support

-3.5 2904.0 MARMAR 830.2 835.4 801.0 805.0 1155

Pviot 
Point

POSITIVE

Resist 814 Resist 5360

5374 3965 0.86 1,3155306 5400 5306

NCDEX RM SEED APR MCX KAPAS MAR

APR 3689 3739 3581 3595 237370 -2.81 507070 0 431

TRADING 
LEVEL

Support Pviot 
Point

WEAK TRADING 
LEVEL

Support Pviot 
Point

WEAK

MAR 816 824.6 801.1 801.1 738
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Resist 3638 Resist 808.9
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Date : 

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Greece took its first step towards reaping urgently needed funds agreed in a 130-billion-euro rescue package on Thursday as its parliament endorsed a bond swap for
private holders of its debt. The swap, in which investors trade bonds for lower-value debt, is to be launched on Friday with the aim of slicing 100 billion euros off
liabilities worth 160 percent of national output that have brought the country to the brink of a chaotic bankruptcy. "By approving this law, parliament will allow us to start
getting out of the vortex," Finance Minister Evangelos Venizelos told lawmakers earlier. "To succeed, we need to be united, serious, trustworthy, persistent and to work,
work, work," he added before the debt swap law was passed thanks to the majority held by his Socialist PASOK party and their New Democracy coalition partners.
Greece's second bailout since 2010 was sealed by euro zone finance ministers on Tuesday, averting the threat of a chaotic default next month but doing little to allay
doubts about the country's long-term financial and social stability. "The package is no guarantee that the problems in Greece will be solved," Dutch Finance Minister Jan
Kees de Jager told his own parliament in a letter. "Greece will have to take extensive measures and show that it implements the necessary reforms," said De Jager, who
along with his German counterpart Wolfgang Schaeuble has led scepticism of Athens' commitment to knock its public finances into shape.

Indian gold imports in 2012 could fall by a fifth for the first time in three years to 770 tonnes as investors chase better accruals from equity markets and other financial
instruments, possibly ceding the position of top consumer to China. Gold prices in Indian rupees have gained five percent so far in this calendar year as compared to
17.5 percent gains in stock markets in Asia's third largest economy which seems to be recovering after a dismal 2011. Given the improved economic sentiment, helped
by an easing of inflation and a recovery in the Indian rupee, a government panel has also estimated gold imports to fall by 35 percent by value to $38 billion in the year
to March 2013. Indian gold shipments ended flat at 967 tonnes in 2011, after a 44 percent fall in imports in the December quarter. India had seen a yearly fall in gold
imports in 2008, when shipments declined by 14.17 percent to 660.2 tonnes. In comparison, the World Gold Council (WGC) expects China's demand to rise by 20
percent in 2012 from 811.2 tonnes a year ago, helping it overtake India as the world's biggest consumer of the yellow metal. The government has already moved to
discourage gold imports as heavy gold imports contribute to a spike in its current account deficit, which is likely to be 3.6 percent of GDP in 2011/12, compared with 2.7
percent in 2010/11.

Greece formally launched a bond swap offer to private holders of its bonds on Friday, setting in motion the largest-ever sovereign debt restructuring in the hope of
getting its messy finances back on track. The swap is part of a second, 130-billion-euro rescue package to claw Greece back from the brink of a disorderly default that
had threatened to send shockwaves through the finacial system and punish other weak euro zone members. The complex deal was finalized this week after months of
tortuous negotiations between Greece and its bondholders that were complicated by European partners driving a hard bargain, hedge funds holding out for a default and
pressure on public creditors like the European Central bank to chip in. The swap, in which investors will trade bonds for lower-value debt securities, aims to slice 100
billion euros off Greece's over 350 billion euro debt load. The head of the International Institute of Finance (IIF), a bank lobby group that negotiated on behalf of the
private sector, expressd optimism that the exchange would attract high participation from investors.
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